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A 232–1996-kS/s Robust Compressive Sensing
Reconstruction Engine for Real-Time

Physiological Signals Monitoring
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Abstract— Compressive sensing (CS) techniques enable new
reduced-complexity designs for sensor nodes and help reduce
overall transmission power in wireless sensor network. However,
for real-time physiological signals monitoring, the orthogonal
matching pursuit that applied prior CS reconstruction chip
designs is sensitive to measurement noise and suffers from
a low convergence rate. In this paper, we present a robust
232–1996-kS/s CS reconstruction engine fabricated in 40-nm
CMOS. With combination sparsity estimation (SE) and robust
subspace pursuit (SP), more than 8-dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
gain is achieved under the same success rate for robust recon-
struction. For hardware implementation, a flexible indices-
updating VLSI architecture inspired by the gradient descent
method can support arbitrary signal dimension of CS recon-
struction without matrix decomposition. Parallel searching,
indices bypassing, and processing elements (PEs) grouping are
designed to reduce the total CS reconstruction cycle latency,
thus enhancing the throughput rate by approximately 6.3 for
CS reconstruction. The 8.66-mm CS reconstruction engine can
provide real-time physiological signal reconstruction for data col-
lected from CS-based wireless biosensors under noisy conditions,
making low-power patient monitoring a reality.

Index Terms— Biomedical signal processing, compressed
sensing, multiple atom search, reconfigurable architecture, signal
reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the aging of society and arising from chronic
disease, the demands for wireless healthcare that from

hospital-centered toward patient-centered have been increasing
drastically [1], [2]. The wireless healthcare system needs to
collect various physiological signals continuously and provides
real-time monitoring for proactive prevention. However, these
numerous signals consume large bandwidth and power of
sensors with very limited battery life at the body side. Since
the radio frequency transmission is the most power-hungry
part [3], as a result, it is desirable to reduce the data rate before
data transmission for continuous and ubiquitous sensing.
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Faced with these challenges, compressive sensing (CS)
[4], [5] is a promising solution to deal with these problems.
With unified random measurement matrix, CS can measure
the high-dimensional sparse signals (length = N) with low-
dimensional measurements (length = M). Because only mea-
surement vectors are transmitted; therefore, the data rates
can be reduced. Owing to the complexity required from
the compression unit, analog-to-digital conversion, and radio
frequency component is also simplified; the CS framework
enables new reduced-complexity designs of biosensors [3], [6].
In a word, CS technique helps to the ease overall burden of a
wireless body sensor network.

For some applications, the compressed data could be
transmitted to the cloud with enough computing power.
However, for real-time application, cloud computing results in
the long data transmission latency and privacy concerns [20].
The platform for edge computing, for example, the mobile
data aggregator shown in Fig. 1, is suggested to perform real-
time reconstruction for timely prediction, decision-making,
and proactive prevention. This is essential for real-time
outlier detection such as arrhythmia and seizure detection.
Furthermore, since the data size of sparse coefficients is
less than the measurement vectors in most cases, the CS
reconstruction engine at the edge side can reduce the data size
for on-site storage or transmission to the medical cloud [8].

Due to the high computational complexity of the recon-
struction algorithms, hardware solutions are more suitable to
fulfill the energy efficiency for real-time processing. Some
state-of-the-art chip designs that applied orthogonal matching
pursuit (OMP) algorithm have been developed for physiolog-
ical signal reconstruction [7], [8]; both of them are excellent
chip designs. However, two major issues should be jointly
considered when applying the OMP algorithm.

1) Robustness to Measurement Noise: Measurement noise
during compressive sampling is inevitable. The OMP
algorithm that applied prior CS reconstruction chip
designs is sensitive to measurement noise and suffers
from a low convergence rate. Therefore, the development
of a measurement noise-tolerant reconstruction chip is
desirable.

2) Matrix Decomposition: The least-square (LS) process
of OMP requires high-complexity computation of the
pseudo-inverse. For matrix inverse-free CS reconstruc-
tion, matrix decomposition techniques are applied.
However, they cannot simultaneously realize updating
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Fig. 1. CS-based wireless healthcare system. WBAN uses random sampling to compress physiological signals that help reduce overall transmission power. The
proposed reconstruction engine performs real-time signal reconstruction for the purpose of real-time prediction, proactive prevention, and data-size reduction.

of multiple indices and amplitudes in [7], and the
configurability features in [8] for handling variable mea-
surement dimensions (M). Moreover, it requires back-
ward and forward substitution (BS and FS) operations,
the data dependence of FS/BS result in additional global
communication cost, and high iteration counts.

In this paper, we present a robust CS reconstruction engine
for real-time physiological signal monitoring. The role of the
proposed reconstruction engine is depicted in Fig. 1. The main
contributions of this paper are as follows.

1) We propose a two-step reconstruction algorithm to cope
with measurement noise. The first step is a coarse
recovery to find the most potential candidates of sparse
solution. The second step is a fine and robust recon-
struction of subspace pursuit (SP). In our experiment,
it can suppress measurement noise at sensing nodes,
achieving more than 8-dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
gain for robust reconstruction.

2) To implement multiple indices searching of SP algo-
rithm, we propose a flexible indices-updating VLSI
architecture, inspired by the gradient descent method [9],
which can support arbitrary signal dimension, (N , M , K ,
Lnew), of CS reconstruction. It relieves the limitation of
global BS/FS operations. Hence, larger signal sparsity
level (K = 256) and higher clock rates can be achieved
in this chip.

3) Parallel searching, indices bypassing, and functional
blocks that automatically group processing
elements (PEs) are designed to reduce the total
CS reconstruction cycle latency by 84% compared with
direct implementation. Therefore, these optimizations
can enhance the throughput rate by approximately 6.3×
for CS reconstruction.

This reconstruction engine is fabricated in 40-nm CMOS
technology. The testing results show that a reconstruction
throughput of 232–1996 kS/s and a power consumption
of 25–30 mW when operating at VDD = 0.65 V, which
achieves 7–19× throughput enhancement and 3–7× higher
energy efficiency compared to prior works.

Fig. 2. Blind reconstruction algorithms that are subject to the measurement
noises, using ECG data with 4× compression ratio and 20-dB measurement
noise as an example.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
illustrates noise-tolerant reconstruction algorithm. Section III
presents the architecture of this chip. Architectural
optimizations are described in Section IV. Section V
shows the chip implementation, testing results, comparisons,
and discussions. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.

II. NOISE-TOLERANT RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM

In this section, we present a two-step blind reconstruction
algorithm to cope with the interference from measurement
noise. In blind reconstruction algorithms that can be operated
without a priori knowledge of the sparsity level, such as
OMP and stochastic gradient pursuit (SGP) [9], they can
identify the sparse solution iteratively. As a result, they are
very suitable for the hardware implementation. However, mea-
surement noise destroys the sparsity of received signals, thus
degrading the reconstruction quality and speed [10]. As shown
in Fig. 2, when the measurement has interfered with the
20 dB of measurement noise, the quality of reconstructed
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TABLE I

BLIND AND NON-BLIND ALGORITHMS UNDER MEASUREMENT NOISE

Fig. 3. Proposed two-phase reconstruction algorithm consisted of SE and SP.

electrocardiography (captured from [12]) is degraded with
OMP reconstruction.

Table I summarizes blind and non-blind reconstruction algo-
rithms. Blind reconstruction algorithms need prior information
of threshold (THR) to stop the algorithm by comparing the
residual (r ) energy. However, THR is related to the noise level,
which is varying and unavailable. As a result, it is hard to
determine THR in the presence of measurement noise. If the
THR is set too large, then the most reliable indices are missing.
On the other hand, if the THR is set too small, the amplitudes
of the unwanted indices that interfered by noise are no longer
to be zero under noisy scenario. Therefore, the undesired
indices degrade the quality of recovered signals.

The SP algorithm [11] that needs additional information of
sparsity K (number of non-zero term) offers good recovery
quality and convergence under noisy scenarios. SP can iden-
tify 2K of candidate, and keep the K -largest indices at every
iteration. However, it is classified as non-blind reconstruction
as it needs an a priori explicit sparsity level, which is usually
varying and unavailable in the application of physiological
signals.

Wang et al. [15] show that even the reconstruction quality
of blind reconstruction is failed, the performance of sparsity
estimation (SE) is still accurate. We propose a two-phase
SE-SP CS reconstruction algorithm, as shown in Fig. 3.
The new SE-SP can cope with measurement noise through
two phases. Phase-I (P1) performs blind reconstruction,
similar to the OMP. It reaches the maximum chosen indices

TABLE II

PSEUDO CODE OF THE PROPOSED SE-SP ALGORITHM

numbers, Kmax, in order to obtain all potential indices. Phase-I
can be regarded as a coarse recovery. Then, it estimates
the effective sparsity level, K , according to the number of
elements whose amplitudes are larger than a certain noise
distortion level [15]. We find that this noise distortion level
is highly correlated with the additive noise level. With this
discovery, this noise distortion level is estimated from the
residual information. The dominant atoms are kept after the
sparsity estimation.

Phase-II (P2) applies SP with the output of P1 and the
estimated K to obtain the K -best sparse solution. SP can be
regarded as a fine reconstruction, since it needs the explicit
sparsity level to reconstruct the sparse signals. Thanks to the
characteristics of SP algorithm, the convergence of P2 is very
fast. Without the pre-defined THR shown in Table I, P2 ter-
minates itself until the residual norm cannot be minimized
through iterations. The pseudo code of SE-SP algorithm is
illustrated in Table II, where T (Corr, s) denotes a thresholding
operator on vector Corr, choosing the s largest index of Corr.

The proposed SE-SP still performs blind reconstruction
like OMP, but it possesses all of the advantages of the non-
blind SP, such as the robustness to measurement noise. Hence,
it can suppress measurement noise in sensing nodes. As shown
in Fig. 4, it can achieve 8-dB gain (generated time-sparse
signals [9]) in terms of success rate with only 10% iteration-
count overhead (from P2) and without any a priori sparsity
information.

III. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

In this section, we first introduce the design challenges
for simultaneously realize SP algorithm and the configura-
bility features for handling variable measurement dimen-
sions (M). Then, we will present how the proposed least
mean square (LMS) architecture can achieve these goals.
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Fig. 4. Proposed SE-SP achieves the robustness to the interferences from
the measurement noises.

Fig. 5. CS analog front end with adaptive compression ratio [6]. Measurement
length (M) is adjustable depending on the type of signals.

Finally, both blind reconstruction (SE) and non-blind recon-
struction algorithms (SP) are folded into the same chip archi-
tecture, thus achieving area efficiency.

A. Design Challenges for Implementing Subspace Pursuit

To implement the SP algorithm, we need to add K indices
and estimate 2K value of these indices (K from the last
iteration) through an LS computation in each iteration. After
calculating the value, only K -largest values of these indices
are kept for robust reconstruction, then discarding the rest
indices with a smaller value. For some physiological signals
that N > 500 and K typically higher than 50, the number of
added indices (Lnew) should support up to dozens.

The other design goal should be well considered that is the
ability of reconfigurable. As shown in Fig. 5, the measurement
length (M) of CS sensors is usually adjustable, depending on
the condition/channel of the patient. Furthermore, the signal
dimensions of each physiological signal are usually varying.
Therefore, considering the best energy saving at the sensor
nodes with limited resources, the sensor should not compro-
mise on the CS reconstruction engine that cannot support
arbitrary signal dimensions (N , M).

The LS process of OMP requires high-complexity
computation of the pseudo-inverse process. For inverse-free
reconstruction, matrix decomposition techniques are applied.
The LS process implemented with incremental Cholesky
factorization is proposed in [8]. It can support the fully
configurability features for handling variable measurement
dimensions (M). This inverse-free technique can significantly
reduce the computational complexity. However, the number of
added index (Lnew) is only one, which cannot realize updating
of multiple indices and corresponding value of SP algorithm.

TABLE III

COMPARISON OF PREVIOUS INVERSE-FREE TECHNIQUES

The other state of the art [7] uses QR-decomposition technique
to implement multiple-index updating, but it can only update
four indices simultaneously (Lnew = 4). The scalability for
more indices updating of this architecture is limited. Moreover,
with dedicated systolic array, the measurement length is fixed,
which cannot support adaptive compression ratio of sensors.

Noted that above implementations of the inverse free-LS
process require handling matrix decomposition; that is to say,
the chosen columns from sensing matrix have been factorized.
As a result, they cannot remove the chosen indices directly.
Moreover, these LS processes require BS/FS operations; they
need to calculate the values from the upper/lower triangular
matrix. When a value is obtained by multiplication, subtrac-
tion, and division in FS/BS operation, this value needs to be
propagated to other distributed PEs. The data dependence of
FS/BS results in additional global communication cost and
high iteration counts, especially when the supported K is
scaling to hundreds. Table III summarizes the L2 minimization
of prior arts and design goals. To sum up, both of them
are suitable for traditional blind reconstruction, but they need
some modification for the implementation of SP algorithm.

B. Least Mean Square Architecture for Multiple
Atom Search

1) Multiple Indices Updating: After selecting the most
correlated indices through indices searching, the main goal of
L2 minimization is to calculate the sparse solution x̂, with the
measurement y and the chosen columns �. Chosen columns
are the columns corresponding to the chosen indices. The
sparse solution in [7] and [8] is calculated from x̂ = �†y.
As mentioned before, the prior architecture for matrix-inverse
free computation cannot achieve arbitrary indices, adding and
removing for SP implementation.

As shown in Fig. 6, Lchosen is the chosen column from
the past iterations, and Lnew is the column of chosen indices
at current iteration. If the sparse solution can be directly
calculated without matrix decomposition, then we can directly
add or remove the chosen indices; therefore, the arbitrary
indices adding/removing for SP implementation can be easily
achieved. For the target of this chip that can provide the
dimension of (M , K ) up to (512, 256), the upper bound
of Lnew should have the scalability that can up to 128 of
updated indices.

2) Operation of LMS: After the indices searching process,
we input the chosen matrix ��, which is M × L, to the
LMS process in order to estimate the value of L non-zero
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Fig. 6. Measurement can be obtained by multiplying the chosen column
and the sparse solution. Flexible indices updating can be achieved without
complex matrix decomposition.

Fig. 7. Operation of the LMS process and architecture mapping. Line-based
LMS updating can achieve fully reconfigurable to arbitrary measurement
length (M).

terms. As shown in Fig. 7, the estimation error of the LMS
process with respect to a desired signal y can be formulated
as: ei = yi − ��(i, :)x̂�. Here, ��(i, :) denotes the i th
row of the chosen matrix, yi represents the i th element
of measurements y, and x̂� is the sparse solution with
L× 1 dimensions.

The gradient descent recursion of LMS becomes
x̂� = x̂� + μ·ei · ��(i, :)T . The integer i is increasing
from 1 to the length of measurement vector, M . Because
of the data dependence, LMS architecture requires three
clock cycles to update a sparse solution, for every integer i .
Therefore, for a complete L2-norm minimization, the LMS
operation costs 3M of clock cycles.

3) Support of Reconfigurable Design and Local Updating:
The line buffer-based feature of LMS is adjustable to arbitrary
signal dimension of M , K , and Lnew, reaching 100% con-
figurability. As shown in Fig. 7, simple counters can handle
this configurable issue with only 0.5% of area overhead. This
architecture can support arbitrary compression ratio [6] of the
front-end sensors.

TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF PREVIOUS INVERSE-FREE TECHNIQUES

Fig. 8. Optimization for LMS architecture. (a) Cache scalability issue.
(b) Convergence issue.

We had simulated distributed PEs (with local cache to store
factorized matrix) for LS/BS to see the overhead of data
communication. When a value is obtained by multiplication,
subtraction, and division in FS/BS operation, this value needs
to be propagated to other distributed PEs. Table IV summarizes
the required latencies. We found that the data dependence
and long feedback loop of FS/BS result in additional global
communication cost and high iteration counts.

In this chip, because the PEs do not need local cache
to store factorized matrix, this LMS architecture benefits
from local data updating and relieves the overhead of global
BS/FS operations. Hence, based on our previous simulation,
higher clock rates can be achieved with the proposed LMS
architecture.

4) Optimization for Scalability and Convergence: For scal-
ability issue, the LMS architecture needs to access each “row”
of chosen “columns.” The supported maximum sparsity in [9]
is very small (K = 16); therefore, it uses 2-D registers to store
the chosen columns without any operation of matrix transpose.
However, when K scaling up to 256, this 2-D register results
in very high-power consumption and area overheads. In this
chip, we use global buffers to transpose the columns of chosen
indices into an on-chip cache for the LMS updating process.
As shown in Fig. 8(a), although the operation of matrix
transpose needs additional clock cycles, it achieves 5× of
area reduction, according to our synthesis results. To sum
up, a larger signal sparsity level (K = 256) for higher signal
resolutions can be achieved in this chip.

To make the LMS stable as well as offer a good perfor-
mance, the sufficient condition for the step size μ to guarantee
a bounded mean-square error [9] is defined by μ < 2M/3L,
where L is the number of selected indices increasing from i1
to the maximum sparsity level. However, the operation of
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TABLE V

TASK-HARDWARE MAPPING

division is required to respect the upper bound of the step
size.

To avoid the overhead from division, the architecture design
in [9] uses fixed step size μ = 2M/(3 × Kmax); it is feasible
when the supported maximum sparsity is very small (K = 16).
Nevertheless, when K scaling up to 256, such setting of step
size is too small, so that the whole LMS process needs to be
performed for several times. In this paper, we quantize L � to
the power of 2 as shown in Fig. 8(b); therefore, it only needs
to right shift the step size without the division. This setting
of step size not only respects the upper bound of step size,
but also achieves stable convergence speed and reconstruction
quality.

C. System Architecture

Table V shows the task-architecture mapping of the pro-
posed SE-SP algorithm, and Fig 9 presents the block diagram
of overall chip architecture. The 768 kB of on-chip memory
stores multiple sensing matrices for flexible reconstruction,
which can be either single matrix for large-signal dimen-
sion or four matrices for small-signal dimension, as depicted
in Table VI. Before the reconstruction, the sensing matrix is
loaded into this on-chip memory. During the task of indices
searching and the indices selection, the global buffers load
the columns of sensing matrix from this on-chip memory for
reconstructing the signals. In the future, the sensing matrix
can be loaded from the off-chip memory; as a result, these
memories never been written during the whole reconstruction
process.

When handling the indices searching, the sensing matrix
is loaded column by column into the 256 configurable PEs
to perform the inner product. Then, the chosen columns are
transposed and stored in the 192-kB cache through the multi-
task buffers for the following LMS process. The LMS task
loads the row of chosen columns from the cache to PEs
iteratively to approximate the sparsity solution with 100%
flexibility. The maximum sparsity level is 256 corresponding
to the parallelism of PEs.

Fig. 9. Block diagram of chip architecture. Modules that P1/P2 uses,
respectively (top and bottom). Both P1 and P2 are folded into the same chip
architecture, thus achieving area efficiency.

TABLE VI

SENSING MATRIX CONFIGURATIONS

A sorting engine enables the task of finding the K -best
indices/support in P2. The data representation is 32-bit fixed-
point. It supports any integer of (N , M , K ) up to (2048, 512,
256), representing the largest sparsity level than the prior art.
After the termination condition is satisfied, this chip outputs
the indices and the value of the non-zero term. At the same
time, input buffer and the system controller load the new
measurement/parameters for the next reconstruction.

As we can see, both P1 and P2 require indices searching,
selecting, l2-minimization, and residual updating (RU). The
main differences between them are multiple indices updating
of P2. Noted that the proposed LMS architecture can handle
arbitrary indices adding; therefore, both blind reconstruc-
tion (SE) and non-blind reconstruction algorithms (SP) can
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Fig. 10. Overall reconstruction cycles before optimizations.

Fig. 11. Optimizations for reducing cycles per iteration. (a) Automatic PEs grouping. (b) Chosen indices bypassing. (c) Cycles reduction per iteration.

be folded into the same chip architecture, thus achieving area
efficiency.

When performing indices selecting, multi-task buffers need
to load columns of selected indices from on-chip memory;
a column of matrix contains up to w� × Mmax-bits, where
w� = 12 is word length of each element stored in the sensing
matrix, and Mmax is 512.

To ease computational bottleneck from memory bandwidth,
we wish to load at least one column of sensing matrix in a
clock cycle. The memory bandwidth B can be formulated as

B = NSRAM × W × f (1)

where NSRAM is the numbers of partitioned SRAM, W is the
width, and f is the clock frequency. Given B and f , we choose
maximum number of W so that NSRAM can be reduced for
area efficiency. The memory width in our memory compiler
is limited, maximum number of stored elements is 8, and
W = 8 × 12 = 96. To compose a column of sensing matrix,
we need NSRAM = Mmax × w�/W = 64 of partitioned
SRAM. With 1024 of address, the volume of each partitioned
SRAM is 12 kB.

For on-chip cache, LMS operation needs to read one row of
chosen column in a clock cycle, which is up to w�×Kmax-bit,
where Kmax = 256. We need NCache = w�×Kmax/W = 32 to
compose one row of chosen column. When the address number
is Mmax and W = 96, the volume of partitioned cache is 6 kB.

IV. OPTIMIZATIONS FOR THROUGHPUT

AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY

A. Analysis of Overall Reconstruction Cycles

In this section, we aim to enhance the throughput rate and
energy efficiency for the CS reconstruction engine applied
in the mobile data aggregator. A better way to improve
these performances simultaneously is reducing the required
cycles without increasing the power consumptions signifi-
cantly. We analyze the cost cycles shown in Fig. 10. In this

case, P1 identifies the most potential indices until the iterations
increasing to the max iterations (0.75M). Then, P1 generates
a sparsity-order estimation to the P2 for fine reconstruction.

To reduce the cycles, cycles per iteration and total iteration
are the main objects to be optimized. For direct implementa-
tion, the main cycle cost of indices searching in an iteration is
N×�M/(#of PEs)�. The main cycle cost of LMS is 3M cycles
plus matrix transpose, and M cycles for RU. The sorting task
is performed simultaneously in P2; thus, the required cycles
of each task in P2 are close to the task in P1.

As we see, indices searching costs lots of cycles at every
iteration, because the indices searching needs to perform the
inner product of y and each column of the sensing matrix.
So we propose two techniques, dynamic PE grouping and
chosen indices bypassing, to ease the cycle costs of indices
searching. By doing so, the cycles per iteration can be furtherly
reduced. For the total iterations, as shown in Fig. 10, P1 almost
dominates total iterations. Therefore, we will illustrate the
third technique, parallel-indices searching, to accelerate P1.
These optimizations with reduced cycles result in better
throughput rates and energy efficiency.

B. Optimizations to Reduce Cycles per Iteration

1) Dynamic PE Grouping: The task of index searching
features high complexity but with low data-dependence; the
architecture can be either unfolded or folded according to the
measurement size M .

With the larger M , the PEs use multiple cycles to complete
a correlation operation in index searching. For example, when
M is larger than 384, the PEs need two clock cycles to do
a correlation, resulting in 2N cycles to complete the task of
index searching. For M is larger than 256 but smaller than 384,
PEs take 1.5N cycles to complete the task of index searching.
When M is smaller than 128 shown in Fig. 11(a), the PEs
are grouped dynamically to parallel process the computation
of correlation, where res is the residual vector, � is the
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column of sensing matrix, and corr(i) is the correlation result
corresponding to the i th columns. As we can see, it can
perform two times of correlation in a clock cycle, therefore
reducing the total cycle count of index searching by 50%.

More configurability in this folded architecture can improve
the throughput rate for the cases that M ≤ 64, 32, and
so on. However, more configurability will increase the control
complexity. Furthermore, physiological signals usually need
sufficient measurement dimension M (typically larger than 64)
for stable reconstruction; therefore, we did not implement
more configurability for the cases that M ≤ 64.

2) Chosen-Indices Bypassing: When performing the index
searching of P1, the chosen indices from past iterations can
be bypassed without unnecessary operation of correlation.
However, this technique needs additional lookup tables for
hardware implementation. Thanks to the sorting task of SP,
this chip can utilize the sorting engine to achieve it without
additional lookup tables.

As shown in Fig. 11(b), the sorting engine checks the chosen
indices before loading the column from the sensing matrix,
eliminating unnecessary correlation operations. It can reduce
the cycle count by 10% when performing an index searching.
Furthermore, it can support two inputs simultaneously since
the dynamic grouping can do correlations within a clock
cycle. As depicted in Fig. 11(c), the above two techniques
can eliminate about 30% of cycles per iteration.

C. Parallel-Indices Searching

Remind that P1 dominates almost iterations. If we can add
multiple indices from the maximal correlation outputs, then
fewer iterations are required. Cheng et al. [7] add four indices
in an iteration for OMP reconstruction. Xu [18] derives that
the OMP in certain conditions can add up to 12 indices at an
iteration without scarifying the reconstruct quality.

In this chip, P1 provides a sparsity-order estimation for
SP to screen indices, rather than reconstructs signals directly.
Therefore, this chip accelerates the P1 operation by choosing
up to eight indices in each iteration. Note that the LMS
architecture can arbitrarily extend the numbers of indices. The
multi-task buffer is also designed for transposing up to eight
chosen columns.

As shown in Fig. 12, multiple indices adding can
improve the cycle costs by eight times when choosing
eight indices at an iteration. This parallel searching helps
to reduce the total iterations by 79%. Compared to direct
implementation, the above three optimization techniques
can effectively reduce 84% of total cycles. The overhead
of power consumption is near ignorable, since the large
proportional of memory/cache and clock tree dominates the
overall power consumption. To sum up, these optimizations
can enhance 6.3× of throughput rate.

V. CHIP IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING RESULTS

A. Chip Implementation

The chip micrograph and chip summary are shown
in Fig. 13. This CS reconstruction engine is fabricated in a
40-nm 1P 10M CMOS process (only 1P 8M are used in

Fig. 12. Parallel-indices searching can save the iterations significantly from
the P1.

Fig. 13. Chip micrograph.

this chip) using a standard-cell-based design flow. A target
clock period of 15 ns is evaluated at the SS of process corner.
Because the leakage power of on-chip memory dominates
the total power consumptions, the overall chip is synthesized
with high-threshold (HVT) standard cells only. For the mass
production, five scan chains are inserted, thus achieving 99.5%
of fault coverage with 6% of area overheads.

The on-chip sensing matrix, as well as cache for chosen
column, is realized from single-port SRAM hard macros. For
the layout design of this CS reconstruction engine, the SRAM
macros are first placed with soft blocks. Then, other standard
cells are placed and routed. The CS reconstruction engine chip
has 208 pins including 156 power pads. The I/O domain has
a constant supply voltage of 2.5 V. The logic and memory
domains both have a nominal supply voltage of 0.9 V, while
each operates up to 1 V and down to 0.6 V, respectively.

B. Chip Testing

The chip testing environment is illustrated in Fig. 14.
A CQFP-208 test board is used. The left photograph of
Fig. 14 is the back of this board for wiring the supply
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Fig. 14. Testing environment of the CS reconstruction engine chip.

Fig. 15. Reconstruction quality versus SNR.

voltages and I/O. Then, this board is tested by Advantest
V93000 PS1600 system-on-chip (SoC) series. With the setting
of SmarTest provided by V93000, we can test this chip for
functionality and performance automatically.

To measure the reconstruction accuracy, we use the metric
of reconstruction SNR (RSNR) defined as

RSNR ≡ 20 log10

N∑

i=1

x2
i /

N∑

i=1

(x̂i − xi)
2 (2)

where x̂i and xi are the i th element in x̂ and x, respectively.
The raw data of physiological signals are downloaded from
Physiobank database [12], with the usage of dictionary learn-
ing techniques [13] for sparsity basis, and average reconstruc-
tion quality is obtained from the cross validation. To make a
fair comparison, no thresholding scheme [14] in the CS front
end is applied in our test.

Fig. 15 presents the reconstruction quality under different
noise levels. As we can see, although selected eight indices
will slightly degrade the reconstruction quality, it still shows
better reconstruction quality than OMP-type algorithm. When
reconstructing physiological signals under noisy conditions,
it realizes at least 8-dB higher SNR gain than OMP-based
designs, under the same RSNR. Fig. 16 shows chip measure-
ment results. The measured minimum energy point (MEP) is
at 40 MHz under 0.65-V supply. The power consumption is
25–30 mW depending on different patterns of physiological
signals.

C. Comparison With the State-of-the-Art Designs

Table VII shows the performance metric in the noiseless
scenario. We apply the same problem settings used in the

Fig. 16. Shmoo plots and the power consumptions.

TABLE VII

COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE METRIC UNDER NOISELESS SCENARIO

reference design when making the comparison. By operating
at a higher clock rate, but with fewer cycles, this chip
achieves 7–19× throughput enhancement and 3–7× higher
energy efficiency compared to prior works. It is worth
mentioning that when the measurement noises destroy the
sparsity, the throughput rates and the energy efficiency of
LS-type reconstructions will be degraded by K -square [7].
On the other hand, this chip goes to the max iterations
in P1 to obtain the most potential indices; therefore,
the measurement noise would not degrade the throughput rate
of CS reconstruction in this chip.

In the certain cases that the sparsity does not change
too much, our design can perform SP algorithm only for
higher throughput rate and energy efficiency. However, steady
sparsity is hard to achieve, because phase shift of signals
and diseases attack [17] may cause varying sparsity in each
measurement. For fair comparisons, we still perform P1 every
time in this chip.

Table VIII shows a comparison with the state-of-the-art
designs. The CS reconstruction chip is compared with two
existing chips [7], [8]. The application of [7] is for ECG
signals with fixed and smaller problem size; it can also
perform parallel-indices searching to reduce the iteration costs.
Therefore, it shows competitive throughput rate and area
cost. The chip reported in [8] can handle flexible problem
settings at runtime and support a large dynamic range. This
CS reconstruction engine [16] can provide 232–1996 kS/s for
reconstructing physiological signals, while offering full recon-
figurability with 100% flexibility to support arbitrary signal
dimensions and robustness to measure noise interference.
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TABLE VIII

COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART DESIGNS

D. Discussion of Data Format

The works reported in [7] and [8] apply 19- and 32-bit
floating-point designs, respectively. They are thoroughly con-
sidered works for handling large dynamic ranges. When we
designed this chip, we referred to [8] and applied 32-bit data
format. However, for the following reasons, we used fixed-
point data format to simplify the complexity of PEs.

1) Prior arts need to reserve the accuracy for FS/BS of
LS operation; therefore, they used floating-point data
format. On the contrary, the proposed LMS architecture
for L2-minimization in this chip is free from division
operation as well as complex matrix decomposition.

2) The matrix derived by multiplying � and � is still
stored in a fixed-point data format, where 10-bit is
applied in [8]–[10] and 12-bit is applied in this paper.
In our simulation, 32-bit fixed-point is sufficient; there is
no noticeable performance degradation when we applied
32-bit fixed-point.

VI. CONCLUSION

CS enables new reduced-complexity designs for sensor
nodes and helps reduce overall transmission power in wireless
sensor network. This paper presents a CS reconstruction
engine fabricated in 40-nm CMOS. It can provide
232–1996 kS/s for reconstructing physiological signals
of multiple patients while offering arbitrary reconfigurability
with 100% flexibility to support arbitrary signal dimensions
(M , N), and robustness to measure noise interference. The
8.66-mm2 CS reconstruction engine can provide timely
physiological signal reconstruction for data collected from
CS-based wireless biosensors under noisy conditions, making
intelligent patient monitoring a reality.

APPENDIX

A. Compressive Sensing

We briefly review the background of CS, hopefully making
this paper somewhat self-contained. CS can be modeled in
matrix form as

y = �x + n (A1)

where y ∈ R
M×1 is the measurement vector, � ∈ R

M×N can
be the random matrix with M � N , and n ∈ R

M×1 is the
additive measurement noise. The sparse signal x ∈R

N×1 can
be well approximated by using only K non-zero coefficients.
The support of x is defined as supp(x) = {i |x(i) 	= 0}.

If x ∈ R
N×1 is not a time-domain sparse signal, but a

compressible signal that has a sparse representation α ∈ R
S×1

on a certain basis � ∈ R
N×S , given as

x = �α. (A2)

Then, (A1) can be rewritten as

y = �α + n (A3)

where � ∈ R
M×N is defined from � = ��. If �

satisfies restricted isometry property (RIP) and null space
property (NSP) of order 2K , then the signal information α can
be well preserved by the random encoding scheme. By solving
the l0-problem, which is non-polynomial hard (NP-hard)

min 
α
0 s.t. �α = y. (A4)

The sparse signal can be recovered even the sampling
matrix � is an underdetermined matrix with M � N , which
represents a dimensionality reduction from R

N to R
M . As a

result, the CS framework enables reduced-complexity designs
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of biosensors, since the complexity required from compression
unit, ADC, and RF component is simplified.

To deal with the NP-hard problem, l1 norm is applied to
replace l0 norm and the basis pursuit de-noising (BPDN)
algorithm takes into account noise in the measurements, by
changing the constraints as follows:

min 
α
1 s.t. 
y − �α
2 ≤ ε (A5)

where ε ≥ 
n
2. Since calculation of BPDN requires linear
programing, the complexity of BPDN is still high, which may
not feasible for hardware implementation.
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